Number of Abortions Increase for 15th Year in a Row

Planned Parenthood Increasing, Not Reducing, Abortion

By RANDALL K. O’BANNON PH.D.

Planned Parenthood often argues that increasing its funding will reduce the numbers of abortion. However, judging by their own reports, including a January factsheet (“Planned Parenthood Services”), the evidence shows just the opposite: the more money they take in, the more abortions they perform.

The amount that the Planned Parenthood Federation of America (PPFA) and its affiliates have received from federal, state, and local governments has long been on an upward arc. According to its latest Annual Report, Planned Parenthood received $363.2 million in government grants and contracts in 2008. That amount has more than doubled since 1998.

Have abortions performed at Planned Parenthood gone down? No! In fact, they have increased dramatically during that same period, rising at rates that very nearly match those funding increases.

Clinics run by Planned Parenthood performed 332,278 abortions in 2009, the highest total ever recorded, according to a factsheet released by the organization last month. This is the 15th year in a row the number of abortions has risen at Planned Parenthood.

Planned Parenthood regularly talks about abortion representing just “3% of its services,” a wholly misleading figure on several counts. What really counts is that over one-third of clinic revenues come from abortion, based on the typical cost of a first-trimester abortion. (See more below.)

Not surprisingly, the organization is putting even less emphasis on other “services” that would be considered alternatives to abortion.

For example, adoption referrals. The number of these referrals dropped from 2,405 in 2008 to just 977 for 2009. That’s just over one referral for every clinic Planned Parenthood runs. As it stands, abortions outnumber adoption referrals at Planned Parenthood by a 340–1 margin.

Women seeking prenatal care don’t fare much better. According to PPFA’s own factsheet, just 7,021 Planned Parenthood clients received prenatal care in 2009—2,412 fewer than the previous year. Planned Parenthood’s plans typically don’t involve parenthood.

In 1990, when abortions were at their peak of 1.6 million, Planned Parenthood accounted for just about 8% of the total (129,155 abortions). Since that time, abortions in America have dropped by nearly 25% to about 1.2 million, while abortions at Planned Parenthood have doubled!

In other words, in 20 years, the organization admits that 12%, not 3%, of its health care clients receive abortions (PPFA factsheet, “Planned Parenthood by the Numbers,” 1/11). This is a major admission, but even this doesn’t quite capture what abortion means to Planned Parenthood.

At going rates for standard, surgical first-trimester abortions ($451), Planned Parenthood’s 332,278 abortions represent revenues of at least $149.9 million—at least 37% of the $404.9 million it reported in clinic income for the fiscal year ending June 30, 2009. With Planned Parenthood clinics advertising and performing more expensive chemical and later surgical abortions, those revenues are likely much higher.

Given its profitability, it is not hard to understand why Planned Parenthood is now mandating that all of its affiliates have at least one clinic offering abortion in the next two years (Daily Caller, 12/23/10).

Does this sound like a group committed to lowering the number of abortions in the U.S.?

As mentioned earlier, PPFA constantly tries to underplay its commitment to abortion. The latest factsheet says again that abortion represents 3% of the services Planned Parenthood provides. But this ignores just how many of PPFA’s other services are sold with every abortion and vastly understates the value of abortion to Planned Parenthood’s bottom line.

Elsewhere, in a separate factsheet released about the same time, the organization admits that 12%, not 3%, of its health care clients receive abortions (PPFA factsheet, “Planned Parenthood by the Numbers,” 1/11). This is a major admission, but even this doesn’t quite capture what abortion means to Planned Parenthood.

Lawmakers From page 13

against federal funding of abortion—the No Taxpayer Funding for Abortion Act (H. R. 3), sponsored by Congressman Chris Smith (R-NJ) and Dan Lipinski (D-IL), who co-chair the House Pro-Life Caucus.

H. R. 3 received a public hearing on February 8 before the Constitution Subcommittee of the House Judiciary Committee, which is chaired by pro-life Congressman Trent Franks (R-Az.). Testimony in support of the bill was presented by Richard Doerflinger, an official of the U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops, and Cathy Ruse, an attorney representing the Family Research Council. Opposition testimony was presented by Prof. Rosenbaum. (Written testimony from the witnesses, and a video recording, are posted at the Judiciary Committee website at http://judiciary.house.gov/hearings/hear_02082011.html)

At NRL News deadline, the full House Judiciary Committee was scheduled to consider amendments to H. R. 3 on March 2. The bill must also receive approval from the House Energy and Commerce Committee and the House Ways and Means Committee before it will be ripe for action by the full House.

Pro-abortion groups have launched a series of public attacks on both bills, based in large part on imaginative misinterpretations of various provisions.

TAKE ACTION!

For up-to-date information on pro-life issues in Congress, including always-current lists of co-sponsors of pro-life bills, and NRLC scorecards of key roll call votes in Congress, make frequent visits to the NRLC Legislative Action Center at http://www.capwiz.com/nrlc/home/

Refer to the roll call that appears on pages 21-23 of this issue to determine how your representative voted on the Pence Amendment on February 18. Then, employing the easy-to-use tools on the Legislative Action Center, send your representative an e-mail or letter to express your opinion regarding his or her vote. Also, please use the tools to send an e-mail or to telephone your two U.S. senators to urge them to support the Pence Amendment and other pro-life measures on upcoming votes in the U.S. Senate.